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A Message from the SJC Alumni Committee: 

Hi everyone! As we are approaching the 25th year of St John’s College, we would like to celebrate this 

unique community of people from around the world who all called SJC their home away from home! To 

enhance relations within our alumni community, we have recently created: the SJC Alumni Committee! 

In this committee, we discuss ideas, organize events and create opportunities to increase our Alumni 

connections. We would greatly appreciate new alumni committee members!  



If you would like to be a part of this committee, please send a message to the SJC Alumni Committee 

teammate on the new SJC Alumni and Residents Slack channel, or email us at sjc.alumni@ubc.ca1. Join 

us and let’s help increase our Alumni connections together! 

The SJC Alumni Committee is composed of current and former residents working together to stay 
connected. 

 

Save the Date 

 

1 - Save the Date:  Canada Day weekend: July 1 - 3, 2022. SJC celebrates 25 years! 

Save the Date:  Canada Day long weekend, July 1 - 3, 2022 
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SJC celebrates 25 years and we know how to celebrate, see our 20th Anniversary Celebration 2. 

We hope that many of our alumni can join us! 

SJC Alumni Spotlight 

 

In this issue of the SJC Alumni Spotlight, we feature three stories from our recent alumni 

Aamir, Sonay and Fiana. 
We are looking forward to receiving more content from our residents and alumni to feature in our SJC 

Alumni Newsletter Spotlight! You could submit a story, poem, work of art, or perhaps some tips and 

guides that SJC Alumni and SJC Residents may find useful.  Tell us what you have been doing since you 
left SJC! 

To be featured in the next Alumni Newsletter Spotlight, Please submit your content to 

sjc.alumni@ubc.ca3 . 

And to all the current and incoming residents there, I know the pandemic is tough, but we will get 

through this and you will see and enjoy SJC in all its glory. 

Aamir Raihan, Master of Science, Computer Engineering 2020 
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I left SJC in August last year and I have missed being there since then. I defended my thesis in May last 

year and I knew it was time to go and would be a difficult goodbye but never thought that I  would miss 

it so much. There are lots of fond memories there which I am going to cherish for a long time. Watching 

amazing movies & the final season of Game of Thrones, Indian food cooking sessions, playing poker and 

other card games are some of the things to name but a few. However, I do not miss the food though, I 

realized by staying by myself that I am a pretty good cook, Ha-ha. 

Having spent two years at SJC, I understand what a great experience it has been to live there. I have 

made some amazing friends and learnt so much about different countries and cultures. Seeing familiar 

faces every day and learning about how their day went during dinners would be something that cannot 

be replaced. Now that all my bags are packed and I am ready to go to Toronto to be near my work, I 
hope that if not better but similar experiences to SJC await me in my future.  

And to all the current and incoming residents there, I know the pandemic is tough, but we will get 
through this and you will see and enjoy SJC in all its glory. 

My pandemic year without SJC - missing out on watching weirdo movies with fellow weirdo movie-

lovers. 

Sonay Cheema, Master of Science, Audiology and Speech Science  

My Pandemic Year Without SJC 

 

missing out on... 

...stimulating sjc breakfast discussions on topics like policy law, local plant life, and why zombies would 

never go to the highlands 



...empathetic ears who understand “the struggle is real” after spending all day in classes/working on a 
thesis only to face a night of assignments/working on a thesis 

….walking across main mall when the twinkle lights are up and visiting the rose garden in full bloom 

...attempting to understand more about our world’s cultures and learn a new language. 

...beach bonfires (that we would never participate in because that is illegal and we obey the law, always) 

and even the painful realization of having to climb back up all 500,000 steps (I have been told there are 
“only” 500 steps, but that is a lie) 

...learning to knit properly (and not so impossibly hopelessly poorly) from talented knitters (with really 
nice scarves) 

...talking about procrastinating with fellow procrastinators in the act of procrastination.  

...late-night card games that I never joined and now regret (except for cribbage, of which I am the 

ultimate champion, forever) 

...watching weirdo movies with fellow weirdo movie-lovers. 

...randomly sitting at a table in the dining hall each night, listening to debates about corrupt politicians 
or whether pineapples on pizza is a good thing. (it is, no debate) 

...concerts at the Chan Centre, or any concert. or gathering... or people. Just people really. I miss people. 

...saying goodbye when i moved out, or see you soon, or it will be normal again soon 

 

Can someone please tell me when “soon” is? 

 For all the UBC graduate students, scholars, and community members carrying on their work in this 

past year, thank you for these efforts! 

Fiana Kawane, PhD student, Dept. of English & SJC Alumna 

St. John’s College (SJC) is home to graduate students and scholars from all over the globe. Witnessing 

the pandemic unfold and continue to ravage from afar must be difficult for this community. The past 

year has been full of collective challenges but also bittersweet joy. In the midst of experiencing a crisis of 

this unprecedented scale, many at the University of British Columbia (UBC) have continued their 
research or even finished their programmes.  

I was asked to share what I have been doing in the past year and aspects of SJC that I miss as an al umna. 

A cherished part of SJC for me was the access to the “world around our table.” My time at SJC was best 

spent dining with fellow residents, learning from their experiences, and hearing their stories. Another 

favourite was the pre-pandemic activity of cooking together and sharing meals in the community 

kitchen. We made hotpots, parathas, and desserts on weekends. Walks to the Wreck beach and writing 

in front of my courtyard-facing window while watching the leaves turn colours were other memorable 



elements. When the health and safety measures came into place last year, Chef Clarence, the dining 

team, and resident volunteers with their lightning preparation and foresight made sure that the meal 

distributions could continue. The contributions and efforts by the SJC community have been invaluable 
in weathering the conditions and constraints of pandemic living. 

Between 2020-2021, I tried to find some of the silver linings while cities went in and out of lockdowns. 

The possibility of attending events in New Delhi, New York, Toronto, and two blocks away within a span 

of a week — for those fortunate enough to live on ZOOM — was one of the positives. Other activities 

kept me occupied once I moved off-campus. Occasional video-calls with family and friends, local and 

distant. Reading everyday to reach my candidacy requirements. Discussion groups. Email chains. 

Exploring Asian grocery stores in the neighborhood. Writing groups. Making a list of local restaurants 
and food trucks to support. Growing a forest in my apartment (and many times forgetting to water it).   

As we see the light at the end of the tunnel in some places while other places continue to tackle major 

crises, I think of the wellbeing of you and your loved ones. For all the UBC graduate students, scholars, 

and community members carrying on their work in this past year, thank you for these efforts! 

Doing Cool Things 

 



 

2 - SJC Summer Academy - Coding 

 

3 - SJC Summer Academy - Yoga 

We are excited to tell you about the SJC Summer Academy that we are running this year. The Summer 

Academy is a skills-focused version of the Resident Fellow Speaker Series (RFSS), allowing residents to 

share practical skills and transferable knowledge. Our collective skillset is vast — let’s take advantage of 

that! Our first two workshops organized by SJC residents have already taken place: Introduction to 
Coding with Shivam Thukral and a 2-days Yoga Workshop with Ashish Chopra.  

We are lucky to have a large alumni community of various skills and expertise, so let ’s celebrate that! 

We would also like to learn from your workshops in our Summer Academy.  

If you are interested in holding an SJC Summer Academy Workshop this summer or to participate in 
the Summer Academy, please contact Edgar Liao at edgarliao@yahoo.com4. 

SJC Photo Submissions 

Hey! Awesome SJC Alumni 

We know it has been some time since you left our nest at 2111 Lower Mall but we know in your hearts 

you still miss SJC. You all must be soaring through different parts of the world and we want to see it with 

you, if not through your eyes but through your lens. Please send us picture s from your life ranging from 

your pets, nature, events, landmarks or just your awesome self and let ’s create a ‘Snapshots from 

Around the World’ photo album together! If you would like to partake in this album, please send your 
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photos directly to the #picture-perfect channel on the SJC Alumni and Residents Slack channel or email 
us at sjc.alumni@ubc.ca5 !  

Below you will find snapshots our lovely SJC Residents captured, as part of the SJC Spring and Winter 

Photo Competitions. We hope they bring you inspiration :) 

 

https://onedrive.live.com/embed?cid=5D8E947D1EBA2675&resid=5D8E947D1EBA2675!138&authkey=AKzumyHbFWx8Za8 

4 - Spring 2021 Photo Submissions 

Winter 2021 Photo Submissions 
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"Meditation is not what you do, Meditation is something that you can become". Guided Meditation 

Series at SJC is an initiative to bring tools for mental well -being for the SJC community. It is an effort to 

bring various forms of meditative techniques to SJC residents to try and find the one which resonates 

with them. In consequence, the attendees enjoy clarity and stability in their mind, peaceful sleep, and 

recharged to perform activities for the next day. Each session has two segments. In the first segment, we 

watch a short video from various realized-masters, yogi, gurus from all over the world about various 



topics like mind, attention, meditation, intelligence, pleasantness, karma,  etc. Once the video has 

brought the right perspective to attendees, then we proceed to the second segment in which we do a 

guided meditation for 15-20 minutes. Every week we try different meditative techniques such as 

Primordial Sound Meditation, Visualization Meditation, Kriya Yoga, Aum Meditation, etc. Introducing 

different meditative techniques gives an opportunity to people to experience different methods of 

maintaining mental well-being and identifying the one that works best for them. 

Time: Every Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday at 10 pm PDT on Zoom. We welcome alumni to our 

Meditation Series, so join in and let’s be meditative together! To join, please email Ashish Chopra at 
sendtoashishchopra@gmail.com6. 

 

Bio of Facilitator: 

Ashish Chopra, an SJC resident, grew up in India, and recently graduated from UBC with a Masters in 

Computer Science. He explored Yoga, breathing, and meditation techniques since childhood as a part of 

his schooling. 6-7 years ago he got into meditation seriously and recently was initiated by a realized 

master from India into meditative practices. Being from a land that is deep-rooted into the yogic culture 

and his recent experiences with Yoga and meditation, he says “Yoga and meditation only work if you do 

it”. He has a good compilation of resources and meditative techniques which he shares during these 
sessions, and on some days he guides the meditation sessions himself. 

Connecting - SJC Residents & Alumni Slack Channel 

 

We would also like to announce the SJC Alumni and Residents Slack Channel! You can use this channel 

to meet SJC alumni and current SJC residents, to find people within our community to meet up with, 

organize events, find teammates for games/sports, network, perhaps find out more from alumni in your 

field and share information or start some interdisciplinary discussions to launch new ideas/projects and 
hear about SJC Alumni Committee updates and events!  

This workspace is hosted on the free chatting platform Slack and is created by SJC Residents & Alumni. 

You can use Slack on your PC or download the free Slack app on your phone, and start chatting and 

meeting right away! 
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Join in our community discussion using the following link: 

https://join.slack.com/t/sjcalumniandresidents/shared_invite/zt-qac1bihz-
QQiZOfAt9zYobiE4bTD0Xw  

Contact Us 

St. John's College Alumni Committee 

2111 Lower Mall 

Vancouver, BC    V6T 1Z4 

sjc.alumni@ubc.ca7 

Slack Channel:  https://join.slack.com/t/sjcalumniandresidents/shared_invite/zt-qac1bihz-
QQiZOfAt9zYobiE4bTD0Xw 
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